JAKE TAILLIGHT TRIM
PARTS INCLUDED:
4-Stainless Taillight Tim
4-Lengths Chrome Trim
2-Adhesive Promoter Tubes

PART #602003

Introduction: The ACC taillight trim add just the right touch of bright trim to the rear of your C6. An easy to install
eight piece kit made of high quality stainless steel hand polished to perfection.
1. The first step will be to prepare the factory rear taillight lenses for installation by thoroughly scrubbing them clean
with rubbing alcohol to remove any and all road grime and dirt. Also scrub the paint surrounding the taillights.
2. The next step will be to set a guideline for the new trim. Apply a ¼ masking tape line across the entire width of
the car making sure that your tape line runs nice and level and straight thru the center of each lens. You may need
to set the tape a couple of times to get this just right. Then break the tape out of the lens area leaving the strips in
between each tail light. This will give you an excellent guideline to follow to allow you to place each trim at the
same plane and nice and straight.
3. Apply a swipe of adhesive promoter provided thru the area to be mounted at each lenses as well as the paint right
at the edge of the lenses.
4. Before you attach anything set each trim insert onto the lens and hand form them to contour to the lens perfectly.
VERY IMPORTANT! This will eliminate any lifting long term, so take your time here to do a good job of
shaping each piece. Now that they have been properly contoured simply peel the red release liner from the back of
each trim insert and carefully set them to the factory lens making sure to follow the path of the guideline set
earlier. Press firmly along the surface to set the bond.
5. The last thing to do will be to set the chrome trim provided in your kit directly to the paint right up against the
lens. Start from one end up top to one side of the lenses attachment screw tab and set along the paint until you
reach the other side. Trim away any excess.
If you have any questions during installation, please call American Car Craft at 727-861-1500.
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